
CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE FORCE  

DIRECT RECRUITMENT OF ASI(STENO)_ 2016-17 : NOTICE 

 
Opening date of online application : 27/03/2017 

Closing date of online application : 25/04/2017 

Date of written Examination 16/07/2017  
 

 

1. Notification of subject Recruitment published in Employment News for the 

weekending 18-24 March, 2017. 

2. Candidates must fulfill eligibility criteria  as mentioned in advertisement which 

is also available in website “ www.crpfindia.com” and “ www.crpf.nic.in”.  

3. Assistant Sub-Inspector(Steno) is a combatised post and candidates having 

knowledge of Stenography may only apply for the subject post. Specimen of 

stenography is also attached as Appendix for guidance. 

4. Before filling-up online application form, candidates are advised to go through 

detailed procedure for online submission of application  available in Annexure-A 

of notification  dated 03/03/2017. 

5. Guidelines to fill-up the application form for the post of ASI(Steno)2016-17 

through direct recruitment is also available in website ‘‘www.crpfindia.com”. 

6. Candidates fulfilling the eligibility of Education qualification and skill test 

should only apply for subject post : 

(i) Candidates having education qualification of Intermediate (10+2) or 

equivalent examination from a board or university recognized by Central 

or State Government. 

(ii) Candidates having the aptitude of stenography.  

 

7. Skill tests of candidates for recruitment to the post of ASI(Steno) shall be 

conducted only on computers. A passage of 800 words will be prepared and 

candidates will be given one dictation test in English or Hindi at 80 words per 

minute for ten minutes. The candidates who opt to take the test in English will 

be required to transcribe the matter in 50 minutes and the candidates who opt 

Hindi  will be required to transcribe the matter in 65 minutes. Candidates will be 

required to transcribe their shorthand notes on computer. Specimen of  

dictation passage and transcribe matter is attached as Appendix-‘A’(English) 

and Appendix-‘B’ (Hindi) for guidance.  

8. Candidates should ensure to appear for pst/scrutiny of documents on given date 

and time  as mentioned in their admit card at respective  recruitment centre. 

Claim for late/not reporting of candidates will not be considered. 

9. Candidates must carry all original educational/caste certificate  alongwith  one set 

of photocopy of these documents.  

http://www.crpfindia.com/
http://www.crpf.nic.in/
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